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Abstract. Pitch is one of the most key parameter in speech coding, speech
synthesis and so on, the traditional methods for pitch detection are prone to error
at a low SNR at present. A pitch detection method based on pitch harmonic
(PH) and the harmonic number based on PH is proposed in this paper. At first,
the pitch harmonic is roughly estimated by pitch estimation filter with amplitude
compression (PEFAC). Secondly, the weighted algorithm based on modified
circular average magnitude difference function (MCAMDF) and pulse sequence
is used to compute the pitch harmonic number. At last a pitch tracking method is
applied to compute the pitch period candidates accurately. By simulation
experiments, it is shown that the proposed pitch detection method has more
accurate and more low algorithm complexity than the traditional methods at
both high and low SNR.

Keywords: Pitch detection � Pitch estimation filter with amplitude
compression � MCAMDF � Dynamic programming

1 Introduction

Pitch is a key important characteristic parameter of speech signal processing, Pitch
detection has vital significance in speech synthesis, speech coding and speech recog-
nition and so on. Since the 1960s, a variety of effective pitch detection method is
proposed in the time and frequency domain [1, 2]. In time domain, waveform similarity
is used to extract the pitch period and the harmonic peaks location is identified and
located to extract the pitch period in frequency domain. Most of them have fine
performance for clean speech [2].

Due to speech signal is derived from the real environment, speech signal is prone to
pollute by different types of noise (white noise, cars noise and so on.) and signal to
noise ratio (−20 db – +20 db), the cycle time domain and frequency of the speech in
different extent was distorted, thus conventional methods will become unreliable or
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even completely ineffective. At present, performance improvement in noisy environ-
ments is still desired [2, 3]. Pitch detection in the real environment gradually become
the focus of research, people put forward a lot of methods for this purpose.

Paper [4] extracted some candidate pitch in time domain, and each of them was
weighted in the frequency domain, dynamic programming (DP) was then utilized to
select the pitch candidates. HSAC-SIM method estimated a PH based on HSAC and
estimated the pitch from the harmonic number based on impulse-train weighted
SAMDF. The methods in [4, 5] show good performance by utilizing the current frame
and the adjacent frame of acoustic characteristics in time domain, frequency domain,
however, are not adapt to severe noisy conditions. Paper [6] discussed a method which
eliminates the noise of the pitch period harmonic characteristics by calculating spectral
peaks. Paper [2] use the PEFAC method which attenuate strong noise components,
extract three pitch candidate value and determine the most optimal pitch by dynamic
programming. The methods in [2, 6], especially in [2], could extract pitch under severe
noisy conditions by de-noising the pitch harmonic feature. PEFAC treats directly the
max amplitude point as the highest probability pitch frequency in the log-frequency;
however, the max amplitude point usually is not pitch frequency but PH.

According to the above the advantages and disadvantages of the paper [2–6], we
put forward a pitch estimation method referred to as PH-SIM, we firstly extract a PH
based on PEFAC, and then we determine the harmonic number based on MCAMDF
impulse-train method. Experiments results show that the PEF-SIM estimate pitch more
accurate than the HSAC-SIM and PEFAC method in real environment.

2 Extraction of PH

The noisy speech is eliminated DC component, normalized and segmented. We can get
noisy speech frame s(k) which can be expressed in time-domain as

sðkÞ ¼ aðkÞþ bðkÞ ð1Þ

Here, a(k) is denote the clean speech frame and b(k) is the noise signal.
We can estimate rough a PH from s(n) base PEFAC, the complete algorithm

comprises the following steps[9]:

(1) Calculating power spectral density of s(n) in the log-frequency

RðpÞ ¼ XðpÞþEðpÞ ¼
XI

i¼1

bidðp� logðf0iÞÞþEðpÞ ð2Þ

Where x(p) and E(p) is the spectral density of power for the clean speech and noise
respectively, p = log f, bi represents the power of the ith harmonic, I the number of
harmonics and d the Dirac delta function.
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(2) Calculating the normalized period gram of R(p)

Rt(p) is the period gram of the log-frequency power spectral density R(p) at tth
frame, R

0
tðpÞ is the normalized period gram of R(p), which can be written as

R
0
tðpÞ ¼

RtðpÞ
~RtðpÞ

LðpÞ ð3Þ

where R
0
tðpÞ ¼ RtðpÞ � oðt; pÞ; o(t,p) is the moving average filter, o(t,p) = 1 for |t| < T0,

|p| < Q0, otherwise o(t,p) = 0. L(p) denotes the LTASS spectrum;

(3) Matched filter for R
0
tðpÞ

we can get Zt(p) by matching filter for R
0
tðpÞ, which is expressed as

ZtðpÞ ¼ R
0
tðpÞ � hð�pÞ ð4Þ

here, the matched filter is defined as

hðpÞ ¼ 1=½k� cosð2pepÞ� � m when logð1=2Þ\x\ logðIþ 1=2Þ;
0 otherwise

�
ð5Þ

where the parameter m is introduced to determine
R
TðpÞdp ¼ 0 and the parameter k

controls the pitch peak width while I the number of pitch peaks, it has the big number
to include all harmonics with significant energy.

(4) Estimating the PH

The pitch frequency maximum probability candidate corresponding to the maxi-
mum peak of Zt(p) ranging from 60 Hz to 1250 Hz denote the exact pitch position of a
PH xq.

3 Estimation of PH Number

The pitch harmonic number popt from the PH xpopt is estimated in this section. Thus we
maximize an function defined as an symmetrical impulse-sequence weighted
MCAMDF (SIM) to estimate qopt in time domain.

The MCAMDF is defined as

eðsÞ ¼
Xb
n¼0

sðmodðnþ s;Nþ smaxÞÞ � sðnÞj j; s ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � b ð6Þ

Here, b ¼ Nþ smax � 1; smax is the maximum possible pitch of speech signal. eðsÞ
with symmetrical features in ss ¼ ðbþ 1Þ=2, so eðsÞ is only calculated in the range
s 2 0; ss½ �. eðsÞ has the most possibility of having deep-valleys at s ¼ qT with
0� qT � ssðq ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � �Þ. However, the pitch peaks features can be utilized to
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estimate pitch [3]. In order to change valleys to peaks, so the following function is
defined as

gðsÞ ¼ /max

N � lmax
� eðsÞ; s ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ; ss ð7Þ

Here, /max is the maximum value of /ðsÞ in the range of 0\s� ss and lmax � ss is
the index of gmax. The function of MCAMDF gðsÞ reverses the peaks when eðsÞ is the
valleys.

The harmonic number popt can be determined by the function MCAMDF gðsÞ

popt ¼ argmax
Xss
s¼0

Jðs; pÞgðsÞ ð8Þ

Where the impulse-training is represented as

Iðn; pÞ ¼
Xq�1

l¼0

dðs� 2hpp=xpoptÞ; s ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ; ss ð9Þ

Here, xpopt is the maximum probability of pitch harmonic. h is the number of unit
impulses. For the (8), we can get the popt, thus, we can get the optimum value of pitch
F0 ¼ Fsxopt=2ppopt, here, Fs is sampling frequency.

4 Experimental Results and Analysis

The speech library is derived from the Keele pitch detection reference in this experi-
ment. This library contains 10 speakers, five women and five men which read the same
paragraph of English each speech file is about 30 s, all speech is sampled for 20 kHz
and quantified for 16 bits and the library provides the reference pitch value of every
frame, frame length is 512 sampling point and the frame shift is 200 sampling point.
The input speech is sampled at 8 kHz, frame length 200 points and frame moving 80
points in this paper, so, speech files is down-sampled to 8 kHz in this library, and
speech frame of pitch reference is multiplied by 0.4 as a reference for the final test.

Experiment parameter Settings are as follows: the sampling frequency is 8 kHz,
speech frame length is 200 points, the frame shift is 80 points, Hamming window by
zero padding from 200 points to 1600 points, the frequency resolution of 5 Hz, log-
arithmic frequency range of 40–4000 Hz; L (p) data is from the literature [7] see
Table 2, T0 ¼ 1:5 s, p0 ¼ 10f0; k ¼ 1:8, m ¼ 0:6700, i ¼ 10.

In order to compare quantitatively HSAC-SIM and PEF-SIM method extracted
pitch harmonic performance, we randomly selected from a group of 400 frames voiced
speech signal respectively in different SNR (−20, 10, 0, 10 and 20 db) and different
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noise (white and so on) and combined 15 groups which per group 400 frames. Average
execution time (AET) and average total degree of the fundamental frequency offset
(Gross Pitch Harmonic Offset Degree, GPD) of extract pitch is computed for the two
kinds of algorithm respectively.

GPD is defined as

GPD ¼
XN
i¼1

feðiÞ=h� frðiÞj j
frðiÞ ð10Þ

Where, frðiÞ represents the real pitch frequency of the frame, feðiÞ represents the I
frame extraction pitch harmonic, h is the pitch harmonic number (manually determi-
nation), N is the number of frames, the smaller the total GPD is the more accurate pitch
harmonic estimation.

Two methods of quantitative performance comparison results are seen in Table 1, it
shows that the GPD of PEF-SIM is less than the HSAC-SIM method, It is shown that
the PH-MIM of pitch harmonic estimation is more accuracy than that of HSAC-SIM;
The AET of PEF-SIM method is 0.2 fold of the HSAC-SIM method. Overall, PEF-SIM
method is better performance than HSAC-SIM method, which is more advantageous to
the subsequent pitch estimation.

We use gross pitch error (GPE) to evaluation the PEF-SIM method. Dynamic
programming algorithm in [3] is introduced. The pitch estimation effect of the RAPT
[5], PEFAC, HSAC-SIM and the proposed PEF-MIM select the pitch. Pitch estimation
is considered as correct if its GPE is the range [− 5%, +5%] of the correct value. It
shows the performance of the algorithms in Fig. 1 at +20 dB SNR, four algorithms
have a good effect. Due to RAPT is not specially designed for noise robustness;
When SNR is lower than 0 dB, the performance of RAPT falls quickly for all noise
types; The HSAC-SIM method has much better performance at low SNR of −5 dB in
the white and car noise. However, the HSAC-SIM give relatively bigger values of GPE
for babble noise and at lower than SNR of −5 dB; the PEFAC is prone to produce the
double and half error; The proposed PEF-SIM method provides much better results
from 20 db to −20 dB SNR for different noise types.

Table 1. Two methods of quantitative performance comparison

PEF-SIM HSAC

AET (s) 1.6 8.5
GPD 0.93 0.77 (Rough estimation)

0.84 (Fine estimation)
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(a) white noise

(b) car noise

(c) babble noise

Fig. 1. Estimation results of the four methods in terms of %GPE with different types of noise
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5 Conclusion

The paper is proposed a PEF-SIM method to estimate pitch in real environment. First,
we propose an algorithm to extract the PH based on PEFAC and the result shows that
the extraction algorithm of PH can extract PH accurately. And then, we introduce the
SIM method to extract the number of PH Finally, pitch is smoothed by dynamic
programming. The GPE of PEF-SIM method is less than the RAPT, PEFAC and
HSAC-SIM method, the method of PEF-SIM has high performance especially for
babble noise. The AET of PEF-SIM method is 0.2-fold of the HSAC-SIM method. The
results shows that the proposed method is superior to PEFAC and HSAC-SIM under
low SNR.
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